
The Chengdu Affiliated Education Group of Beijing International Studies

University, established in 2018, is a school founded by the Wuhou District

Government and Beijing International Studies University by signing an educational

cooperation agreement.

At present, the Chengdu Affiliated Middle School Education Group includes

kindergartens, primary schools, middle schools, and high schools. In the middle and

high school stages, there are a total of 74 administrative classes, 3543 students, and

303 teachers.

Beijing International Studies University is a university specializing in foreign

languages, which has already cultivated many diplomats in China. School relies on

the expertise of it, with the characteristic of students mastering English, and

developing a "second foreign language", aiming to cultivate students with language

proficiency and strong comprehensive qualities. The characteristics of school:

(1) English Specialization: English is taught in small, tiered classes and only 25

students in one class. More than 50% of the English teachers have teaching

experience not only for SHEE

and CEE(Senior High School

Entrance Examination and

College Entrance Examination),

but also for IELTS. Besides,

the IELTS courses are offered

regularly. Efforts will be made



to cultivate international talents with Chinese sentiments, global perspectives, and

cross-cultural communication skills.

(2) Minority Language Specialization: Eight minority language courses are

offered to all students,

including German, Russian,

French, Japanese, Spanish,

Arabic, Hebrew and Thai.

Students who choose the

outstanding minority language

course have five to twelve

classes a week now and more than 1,500 students are taking the kind of course.

(3) Math Specialization: Most of the math teachers act as the class adviser, and

one math teacher teaches only

one class. Meanwhile, five

disciplinecompetition courses

also are offered under the

guidance of Sichuan.

University.

School hopes that more children from ordinary families can master more than

one foreign languages while having excellent knowledge of mathematics, physics and

other subjects. Enable them to have good communication skills with the world.


